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1.  Investigate

  I can investigate 
the present

  I can investigate the past

2. Compare

  I can use a Venn diagram 
to compare the past with the 
present so that I understand 
what has and has not changed over time

5.  Ideate Tomorrow

I can generate ideas to 
impact tomorrow.

  I can record the characteristics that have 
not changed over time (reference the 
middle of your Venn).

  I can identify what has changed over time 
and follow the trend or pattern forward 
(reference the ‘synthesis tools’ section 
of the thinkbox framework; if an increase 
has occurred over time then continue that 
trend; if a decrease has occurred over 
time then continue that trend).

  I can evaluate my prediction

  I can generate a proactive plan to direct 
and own the future

3. Evaluate 

  I can evaluate the 
strengths and weaknesses
of both the present and 
the past

4. Ideate Today

I can generate ideas to 
impact today

  I can reintroduce strengths from the 
past that have been lost over time

  I can � nd solutions for the 
weaknesses that exist today

a process for responsible future prediction, 
ownership and active citizenship

futurethink

6.  Innovate and
Celebrate

  I can put my ideas 
into action

  I can celebrate my learning
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